Abstract
between a wheel axle and a steering axle along a direction of wheel traveling. We then describe the kinematics and the control method of Offset Steered Driving Wheel to provide an omnidirectional and holonomic capability for a vehicle by actuating a wheel axis and a steering axis independently. The wheel is non-holonomic system however, we introduce a control strategy to avoid a non-holonomic constraint. Simulation results of the single driving wheel and the twowheeled vehicle are performed to test the control method.
Wheel design using conventional tire enables the mechanism to be simple, the motion of the vehicle to be smooth with high payload capability, and the detection of the position and the orientation of the vehicle to be precise.
The concept of Offset Steered Driving Wheel is implemented and tested on a prototype of the holonomic omnidirectional vehicle. Experimental results demonstrate high mobiliry of the vehicle prototype.
1.Introduction
Usual wheeled mobile robots such as carlike vehicles or independent driven two-wheeled vehicles are. non-holonomic systems and constrained their mobility by non-holonomic constraints: they cannot move sideways. The non-holonomic constraint causes difficulties of trajectory planning, and moving sequence designs : it needs complicated maneuvering sequences to bring a vehicle to a side position, and unusual feedback control strategies of the vehicle.
In the past, four wheel steering vehicle [7] has been developed. The vehicle has steering wheels with conventional tires and can move in the omnidirection by orienting all wheels in the same direction, and moreover it can rotate. The vehicle has omnidirectional mobility however, it is non-holonomic system. Therefore to track trajectories which include discontinuity of curvature, the vehicle must stop at the points and reorient its wheels in the desired direction: The vehicle can only move in the direction of orientation of wheel traveling at each instant.
In contrast to these non-holonomic vehicles, holonomic vehicles have many potential aidvrintages over these nonholonomic vehicles. Holonomic vehicles can move in any direction immediately with any orientation of the vehicle and motions of holonomic vehicle can be designed independently in each 3DOF coordinates ( x, y, I). This feature leads the system to be controlled or stabilized easily by usual feedback control iechniques. These featu.res greatly simplify a total system. A variety of omnidirectional holonomic vehicles have been researched and developed. There are two concepts of the developnients of holonomic omnidirectional vehicle into the previous researches.
The first one is to develop a driving wheel unit which has one directional active traveling ability and has free (passive) mobility to another directions. The Universal wheel with clecoupling mechanism[2], the VUTON 131, Orthogonal vvheel [4] , and the Ball wheel mechanism 151 have wheel mechanisms which have only one directional active traveling ability. All of these wheels have free rollers on its main wheel or crawlers except Ball wheel mechanism 151. Omnidirectional mobility can be achieved by an arrangement of three or more numbers of wh'eels on a platform. It is the rnost cases that a practical vehiclle has four these wheel units crn account of layout or mechanical stability of the vehicle.
The second one is to develop a driving wheel unit which hias two directional active traveling ability. The Omnitrack [6] whose wheel unit has a lot of balls driven by two actuators a.ccomplishes omnidirectional mobility without passive mechanisms. These holonomic vehicles have problems under the practical applications listed below. To overcome these problems, we propose a new type of wheel mechanism for holonomic vehicles which based on the latter concept; two directional active traveling. The wheel whose configuration has an offset distance between a wheel axle and a steering axle along a direction of wheel traveling has two actuators and can equip the tires in a conventional style such as rubber tires or pneumatic tires.
First, we will describe a concept of Offset Steered Driving Wheel, then kinematics and behaviors of the wheel and a vehicle using the wheels will be analyzed. A mobility will be evaluated in the experiments of the prototype vehicle.
Offset Steered Driving Wheel
Conventional wheels for holonomic vehicles mentioned in the previous section are all holonomic wheels which can be moved in omnidirection by themselves with their orientation constant. Accordingly no vehicles have steering mechanisms for rotating the driving wheels on a platform. It is sufficient for the holonomic vehicle but is not always necessary that their wheels have holonomic mobility.
Considering a plate controlled by two supporting sticks, translational movements of the plate are generated as the average velocities between the two supports. And rotational movements of the plate are generated by moments between two supports. Therefore, to provide omnidirectional velocity for each supporting stick is also sufficient for the holonomic mobility of a vehicle.
Because a vehicle frame is supported by means of steering shafts of wheels, our objective is to move a steering shaft in arbitrary direction continuously. Fig.1 shows a series of steering wheels, conventional, sideways offset steered, and forward offset steered. Conventional steered wheel (a) has two actuators for driving the wheel and the steering however, it can move only in one direction along the wheel traveling in the velocity V W at each instant. The reason is that the conventional steered wheel has a decoupling mechanical structure between the steering driving and a steering shaft motion: the steering shaft cannot be moved in the translational direction at all by a steering operation. The steering actuators are used only to rotate the wheels.
In order to couple the steering driving and the translational motion of a steering shaft, we introduce a remote center steering mechanism. Fig. l(b) illustrates a sideways offaet steered wheel. In this case, the steering shaft can be moved around a point of contact in the velocity V s according to a reaction of the steering torque. However, the steering shaft cannot be moved in an arbitrary direction because of a coincidence of the direction of each velocities generated by a steering motion and a wheel motion. In case of a forward offset steered wheel shown in Fig.l(c) , the direction of the velocity VS is perpendicular to the velocity VW at every moment Therefore it is possible to translate a steering shaft in an arbitrary direction by controlling the wheel angular velocity Vs and steering angular velocity VW independently by means of two actuators.
In following sections, the wheel shown in Fig.l (c) will be referred as "Offset Steered Driving Wheel". And we will analyze kinematics and the behavior of the wheel, then discuss about control method of the wheel and a two-wheeled vehicle.
Kinematics and Control of 0 m nid i r ec t ion al Ve h i c I e 3-1 Single Driving Wheel
To specify the configuration of the wheel, three generalized coordinates are needed. Kinematic equation of Offset Steered Driving Wheel shown in Fig.2 can be obtained as relationships between coordinate vector X, and input vector U, as follows. The wheel of this caster like type is known as nonholonomic system. The non-holonomic constraint of the system is derived by eq.( 1) as sin +, X , -cos +, iw + s +, = 0 +G,X,=O (2) To calculate the input vector for the control of wheel coordinates, inverse kinematics of the system must be obtained. However B, is not squire matrix, a least squire matrix can be obtained by using pseudo-inverse matrix.
1 .
Because this system is an overdetermined system, it is a quite difficult problem to obtain a control input vector U,, by using inverse kinematics eq.(3) so as to stabilize the wheel around a reference position (x,,y,, $ , ), which chosen in arbitrary, by mean of usual linear feedback control techniques [8] . This is a characteristics of the non-holonomic systems.
To avoid the problem of the non-holonomic system,, we introduce a control strategy which reduce the numbers of controlled coordinates of the system according to the number of non-holonomic constraints. This system includes one constraint condition, therefore we can reduce the numbers of controlled coordinates from three to two.
Because our objective of the control of Offset Steered Driving Wheel is to move the steering shaft(xw,Yw) simultaneously in omnidirection, we give up the control of the coordinate i ; the angular velocity of wheel orientation. By using proposed wheel mechanism and control method, the wheel can achieve a reproduction of "caster motion" by active driving. I n Fig.3 wheel simulation is shown whose steering shaft is moving along a straight line in the direction of behind 45 degrees. The wheel is moving backward at the beginning of the motion, then turning its orientation automatically, after that the rolling direction of the wheel is reversed and going forward along the line. 
3-2 Two Wheeled Vehicle
In the previous section, il was mentioned that the ]proposed driving wheel can generate the velocity of the ,steering shaft in any directions on the two-dimensional field. A vehicle has 3DOF 2DOF for translational and lDOF for rotational. Therefore it is necessary for the vehicle to have two or more numbers of proposed driving wheel. Fig.4 shows i~ schematic of a two-wheeled vehicle which has a couple of (Offset Steered Driving Wheels A and B with a distance W. The origin of the vehicle coordinate frame (0-XvYv) is at the rmidpoint between two steering axis of the wheels. We can rnput the omnidirectional and simultaneous motions of 
Development of a prototype vehicle

4-1 Wheel mechanism
A first prototype vehicle which based on the proposed methodology has been developed. Fig.6 shows an overview of the wheel. To keep away from a problem of cables which across the continuously rotatable steering, a wheel actuator and a steering actuator are set up on the vehicle chassis and the driving torque is transmitted by a gear train. Fig.7 illustrates the wheel driving mechanism of the prototype. Interferences of motions between the wheel axis and the steering axis occurs because of the setting of the wheel actuator on the chassis, but is compensated by an actuator control. Specifications of the prototype vehicle is as follows.
Vehicle Size: 750" X dl 1 50" X h340mm Weight:
Approx. 115kg Load capability : 300kg Wheel Diameter:
1. 50" Width :
60" Offset distance : 55" Actuator :
AC servo motor (300W)
4-2 Control system
The control system of the vehicle, shown in Fig.9 , has hierarchical structure consists of a vehicle level controller and wheel level controllers.
The Vehicle level controller receives vehicle velocity reference from main control system (a trajectory planner or a manual controller such as a 3DOF joystick) and calculates wheel unit references from vehicle references by using vehicle inverse kinematics eq.(7). Wheel unit level controllers receive wheel unit references from vehicle level controller and then calculate reference angular velocities of the wheel and the steering by using wheel inverse kinema1.ics eq.(5). After the compensation of the mechanical interferences between wheel axis and steering axis, these angular velocity references of each axis are input to motor drivers used as actuators of the wheel.
The system is implemented by three board computers contain 801 86CPU without co-processor connected by MultiBus 11. One board (a main board) is used for a vehicle level controller, Another boards (slave boards) are used for wheel level controllers. 
Experiments of the Vehicle! Prototype
Mobility and a performance accuracy of the prototype vehicle was tested by a series of experiments
5-1 Omnidirectional Mobility
To demonstrate an omnidirectional mobility of the prototype vehicle, some patterns of example motions were performed. Experimental results are shown in Fig.10, 11 , and 12. Small lights were mounted at the corners of a top plate of the vehicle diagonally. Actual paths of the vehicle are depicted by these lights. Fig.10 shows a crank motion with the orientation of the vehicle constant, going straight 1.25m, then moving sideways Im , and going straight 1.25m again. Fig.11 shows a 360 degrees spin turn motion. Fig.12 shows a 2.5m translational motion with 1080degrees (3 rounds) rotation of constant angular velocity.
5-2 Holonomic Mobility
and its Accuracy Fig.13 shows a schematic drawing of iln experimental setup. In this experiment, the vehicle was programmed to move along a lm by Im triangular trajectory surrounded by an IL-shaped corner. In order to measure the actual path, two ultrasonic distance sensors (X,Y) were mounted at the corner of the vehicle frame perpendicular to each other. These sensors detected the distances to the walls along the each direction.
The vehicle traveled through the triangle path with its orientation constant in order A-H-C-A. The maximum speed of each run was approximately 0.13m/sec with constant acceleration and deceleration. Interval times was not set up at each turning points. Tracking control using dead-reckoning or any position detection system was not implemented in the experiments Fig.14 shows an experimental result of sensed distance in each direction. Simultaneous conistant outputs of both X and ' Y sensors means that the vehicle stayed at the point. There was no point of the case except the point A. The direction of the vehicle motion was changed instantaneously at the points 13 and C without waiting a steering operation. This mobility is the characteristics of the holonomic vehicle.
We plotted the actual path shown in Fig.15 . The worst position error, displacement between a start position and an end position, in ten trials was 64mm. It was 1.8% of the total trajectory distance, (l+l+\J2)m.
Conclusion
We have proposed Offset Steered Driving Wheel for an omnidirectional and holonomic vehicle. The wheel can be equipped1 not with the special tires but with the conventional tires such as rubber tires or pneumatic tires. The proposed vehicle is adequate for the practical applications because of the featuxes mentioned as follows. The kinematics of the wheel. and the vehicle has been analyzed. And control method of the wheel has been proposed to avoid the non-holonomic problem of the wheel. Then simulations of single wheel and the vehicle was performed to test the control method. Using proposed control method, the wheel can achieve "caster moltion" by means of active driving.
A holonomic omnidirectional vehicle prototype has been developed and designed. Smooth motions and the good performainces of the prototype vehicle are demonstrated by the experiments. 
